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EVEN MORE 
GUARANTEED 
SKIING...
THANKS TO A MIX OF 
WATER AND AIR!

Always keen to please our visitors, Méribel is investing to improve 
snow making across all sectors of the valley. After having recently 
doubled snow making capacity thanks to the reservoirs at Altiport and 
Combes, 5 new pistes benefit this year from snow making equipment, 
notably Bouvreuil Rouge, Mûres Rouge, the base of Combe du Vallon 
and the Choucas run, accessible via the recently added Cherferie lift.

NEW
INFRASTRUCTURES

Space, light and a warm welcome, 
with new open plan desks and in-
formation in real time: the sales 
team will welcome you every day 
in this relaxing space to share their 
knowledge of the ski area and help 
you to choose the best ski pass for 
you and your group! 

THE MÉRIBEL MOTTARET 
SALES & ADVICE OFFICE HAS 
A NEW LOOK!

Guaranteeing the largest number of linked, 
open pistes in Europe: this is the promise 
made by the 3 Valleys, an engagement 
continued each season thanks to the 
high-altitude domain with an abundance 
of snow and equipped with over 2500 
snow making machines covering more 
than 50% of the ski area. An obvious 
choice for a dream ski destination which 
guarantees top quality skiing from the 
start until the end of the season: Méribel 
and the 3 Valleys! 



…. AND EVEN 
MORE PISTES!
THE ROC DE FER 
IMPROVEMENTS 
CONTINUE

HEAD FOR THE RED – 2 NEW PISTES

Previously coloured in shades of blue, the Roc de Fer sector will add 
a tint of red this winter with 2 new unmissable pistes.

The “Gypaète”, accessible via the Cherferie chairlift, offers a more 
challenging variation of the Choucas piste. With the terrain left as 
natural as possible, this piste certainly has a more playful characte-
ristic than its neighbour: numerous bumps and banks lead to a series 
of hairpins before joining the blue Roc de Fer piste.

Why not combine it with the Olympic chairlift to reach to the summit 
of the Roc de Fer to take in the 360° views? Next, discover the red 
“Daguet” by beginning the famous black “La Face”  then taking a left 
at the end of the first big wall where you’ll find yourself on “Daguet”, 
the second new red piste which cruises down the virgin slope before 
meeting the forest edge, far away from the hubbub of the main ski 
area. At the end of the run, a crossroads allows you to ski down to Le 
Raffort via the piste of the same name to take the Olympe gondola, 
or to head to Les Allues by the red Villages.

After the addition of 2 new 
chairlifts last year, the ambitious 
investment plan in preparation 
for the arrival of the World 
Alpine Ski Championships in 
2023 continues. 

Scheduled for this year: 2 new 
pistes opening ! This winter, 
simply turn right at the top of 
the Legends chairlift and you’ll 
be at the heart of the latest 
additions!



LA SAULIRE 
BY NIGHT
SKI BY THE 
LIGHT OF THE 
MOON

FAMILY COOL
MAKE YOUR 
CHILDREN’S EYES 
SPARKLE!

An exceptional evening with a magical 
descent from the summit of La 
Saulire, one of the iconic mountains 
of Méribel. 

The experience includes a private 
lift in the gondola, an aperitif whilst 
watching the sun set over the peaks, 
then a descent on skis - guided by 
the light of your flaming torch and 
the local pisteurs – on a piste which 
has been freshly groomed for your 
small group. A friendly welcome and 
an enchanting atmosphere will make 
unique memories in the mountains!

Nestled in the peaceful Altiport 
sector, the Family Cool area is a 
veritable treasure trove for families, 
full of easy slopes and fantastic fun 
areas. It’s also a place where the Inuit 
entertainers are on hand all season 
long to delight children! Once again 
this year, the Inuits have dug deep 
to conjure up more new games and 
activities. And the warm-hearted 
Inuits can always produce a little 
souvenir for well-behaved children!

During school holidays the programme 
is especially full, with birds of prey 
shows, biathlon experiences, ice 
sculptures, giant inflatables and lots 
of surprises. And all this, for free!

Activities in the Inuit village outside school holidays: Wednes-
days, Fridays and Sundays. During school holidays, activities 
are every day except Saturdays.

SKI AND FUN



Yeti Park, THE favourite piste of all the 
kids, will feature new surprises once 
again!

This winter we’ve added a ‘no skis’ area 
on the lower part of the park where 
youngsters can blow Himalayan horns, 
run around the temple bedecked with 
flags or simply relax on a deck chair 
and enjoy a snack.

Ever keen to promote the pleasure of skiing, here you’ll find 
at the tips of your skis the four distinct but complementary 
elements of the universe ! 

Let yourself fly down the ‘whoops’ and enjoy the element of 
air. Fire will warm your knees on the blue fun slope: whizz 
round hairpins and bumps, through arches and past giant 
foam characters! For water, you’ll move up a level to the red 
boarder-cross where you’ll feel the thrill of surfing the waves. 

The fantastic new feature for the earth element resides in the 
Mini-Zone, which allows budding freestylers find their feet 
but stay grounded in total safety. We’ve added a tour around 
the edge of the Tougnète lake (at the top of the Legends 
chairlift) which offers an amazing viewpoint over the valley 
and makes for a safer experience in this dedicated beginner 
snowpark zone. 

ELEMENTS PARK
TRY FREESTYLE BY 
THE TOUGNETE LAKE

YETI PARK
A NEW BASE CAMP 
FOR OUR ADORABLE 
MASCOT



BACK TO THE WILD
ADVENTURES IN MERIBEL’S 
WILDERNESS

A high-altitude environment, north-facing slopes guaranteeing 
great snow conditions, two of the most magical, off-the-bea-
ten-track slopes in the valley and a freeride space to explore…
Rendez-vous in the Mont de la Challe sector, accessed by the Roc 
de Tougne chairlift to enjoy this ‘back to nature’ space which is 
ideal for good skiers who love to carve up black and red pistes 
or experience the joys of freeride on an accessible slope!

DON’T MISS
-  The wooden ‘Back to the Wild’ sculpture for a unique photo 
backdrop

-  The log cabins for an authentic mountain refuge picnic – which 
one will you choose? ‘Cabane des Trappeurs’ or the new ‘Refuge’ 
at the bottom of the Lagopède piste? The first contains everything 
you need to refuel and warm up: benches, tables, glove-warmers, 
smartphone chargers and, of course, a panoramic view over 
the stunning peaks. The latter offers a fabulous outdoor space, 
perfect for sunny days on the mountain.

WILD SPACES
AND COSY SNUGS

- At the heart of the peaceful clearing 
on the Pic Bleu from the Col de la Loze

- At the base of the Biche piste from the 
summit of La Saulire, where the cabin 
has a gorgeous terrace from which to 
admire the valley views

- Seek out the romantic retreats around 
the ski area: heart-shaped dens perfect 
for a cosy rest with a view (at the top 
of Legends chairlift, in the Inuit village, 
in DC Area 43 and at Plan des Mains)

FAN OF A COMFY PISTE-SIDE 
PIT-STOP? DISCOVER THE 
CABINS DOTTED AROUND THE 
SKI AREA




